WRITING ACADEMIC REVIEW PAPER TOWNS
Of course I've chosen My favest book ever: "Paper Towns". I mean, who I am so exited to show you my first book review
written in English.

Until one day, a few days before their high school graduation, the ever so popular, coolest person ever, the one
and only Margo Roth Spiegelman climbs his window and invites him for a night of revenge against a cheating
boyfriend and two former best friends. What changes did the filmmakers make, and you do you understand
why they made them? Syntax: Word order and sentence construction. Some plays follow a traditional three-or
five-act structure, while others are a series of loosely connected scenes. Well, not exactly. Categorize and
classify your examples to give them some order. Is there a phrase that the main character uses constantly or an
image that repeats throughout the book? Which one is the most believable? Your introduction should situate
the reader and let him or her know what to expect. Avoid making overblown closing statements. So when she
cracks open a window and climbs into his life â€” dressed like a ninja and summoning him for an ingenious
campaign of revenge â€” he follows. But once the vessel cracks, the light can get in. Do yourself a favor and
pick a topic that interests you. This can be a highly effective strategy if you want to make a counterintuitive
argumentâ€”that, despite seeming to be totally different, the two objects being compared are actually similar
in a very important way or vice versa. Add your rating See all 36 kid reviews. It's the supporting young actors
-- and their chemistry with Wolff's Q -- that make Paper Towns more about friendship than love. An
introduction can vary in length depending on the overall length of the essay, but in a traditional five-paragraph
essay it should be no longer than one paragraph. Some authors deliberately leave gaps in their works, leaving
readers to puzzle out the missing information. It's sad, but it feels right given the rest of the story. A good topic
sentence not only alerts readers to what issue will be discussed in the following paragraph but also gives them
a sense of what argument will be made about that issue. This film adaptation from the book of the same name
revolves around the charming yet mysterious Margo portrayed by Cara Delevinge which told from the
narrative of the typical invisible high school boy, Quentin Natt Wolff. She is even known to leave Bread
Crumbs before. To the young Q, Margo is an adventure. Did you notice any contradictions or ironies? Even
when we discover the real Margo, she is still one of the most complicated characters of the whole novel.
Margo can be considered more of an idea than a real character. He tells his idiotic and stereotypical best
friends, Ben Austin Abrams and Marcus Justice Smith , two young boys so splashed with low-life stereotypes,
I often wonder what's a bland, heartbroken teenage boy like Quentin, doing being friends with those two. It
also sets the atmosphere for each section: The Strings is about breaking, and irreversible change; The Grass is
about friends, family and memories; The Vessel is about journeys and final destinations. PG teenagers. Even
the choice of car speaks volumes: Q was born to be mild, and knows it. To conclude, Paper Towns is a
remarkable and funny book with great characters and beautiful metaphors. The ending of this book will break
your heart. Character: The people who act and are acted upon in a literary work. In Macbeth, there are real
knives and imagined knives; knives that kill and knives that simply threaten.

